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Bonjuk is Korea’s No.1 porridge restaurant with over 2,000 
franchise locations in South Korea alone. We are excited 

to serve you the most wholesome happiness from across 
the globe. Our customer-oriented foods include delectable 
and nutritious products in the form of packaged bowls and 

pouches. Enjoy your Bonjuk favorites today!

https://www.amazon.com/stores/page/6CB18AAD-16F5-4149-B433-49636E8B5321/?_encoding=UTF8&store_ref=SB_A07650483MONHKYCFXUF1&pd_rd_plhdr=t&aaxitk=236d90327fb4cf4538eca59e53dc9359&hsa_cr_id=4818565130501&lp_asins=B08WL22VHD%2CB08YDC2621&lp_query=BONJUK&lp_slot=auto-sparkle-hsa-tetris&ref_=sbx_be_s_sparkle_mcd_cta&pd_rd_w=swHFh&content-id=amzn1.sym.53aae2ac-0129-49a5-9c09-6530a9e11786%3Aamzn1.sym.53aae2ac-0129-49a5-9c09-6530a9e11786&pf_rd_p=53aae2ac-0129-49a5-9c09-6530a9e11786&pf_rd_r=GYB69HZN34NFRXDEV76J&pd_rd_wg=jwRdK&pd_rd_r=b9cb1fdb-f113-4d87-8b8e-c01005810d19


Babybon provides premium meals and snacks for children. 
Our products are 100% kids-oriented: colorful, nutritious, and 

tasty snacks with easy shapes for infant hands.
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IDA uses ingredients inspired by traditional Korean and Chinese 
medicines to create healthy fermented herbal teas. The different 
methods of fermentation we use result in a diverse range of products 
with mild to rich aromas and taste profiles. There is a healthy tea for 
people of all ages to enjoy, with absolutely no side effects.

https://www.amazon.com/idotea


Taste 75 Years of History!

Bumil began as ‘Bumil Brewing Facility’ in Bumil-dong, 
Busan.  For over 75 years, Bumil has kept those traditional 

flavors and methods alive.
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http://www.amazon.com/dp/B08L439CGW?ref=myi_title_dp&th=1
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With 75 years of history,  “Gompyo”
presents sauce products reflecting the 
consumer needs for tasty and easy to use 
Korean pastes.
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DAMWOO’s Green Rules and 12 Months In the beautiful 
Goheung Beach Village, 12 months for healthy vegetables 
grow 12 months from babies 12 months old to elders, For 

12 months, we’ll keep your table healthy. DAMWOO was 
born to design It’s a brand name.

Social 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B09ZN6SKGB
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Seein offers Korean matcha 
and green tea as an alternative 
to the standardized Japanese 
green tea that dominates the 
global market. Locally sourced 
from Jeju, Hadong, and Boseong 
to focus on sustainability and 
longevity, our products speak for 
themselves with vibrant flavors 
and characteristics which provide 
a wholly unique experience.

Environmental / Social 

https://www.amazon.com/seein


Vegemil provides an alternative method of 
proper nutrition to children who may suffer 

from lactose intolerance.
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https://www.amazon.com/s?k=VEGEM%C3%8DL&ref=bl_dp_s_web_0
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French Cafe Instant Coffee offers a delicious 
experience with significantly less sugar and 

additives, as well as a dash of fat-free milk, for 
vitalizing and healthy consumption.
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High-quality Columbia Arabica coffee beans are 
pressed slowly for 20 minutes at 9 atmospheres to 

maintain aroma and flavors. Add Grade A fat-free 
milk to our espresso for a delicious latte.

https://www.amazon.com/Namyang/b/ref=bl_dp_s_web_9504204011?ie=UTF8&node=9504204011&field-lbr_brands_browse-bin=Namyang
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We manufacture a variety of foods from traditional Korean drinks
such as Sikhye and Tteokbokki. We ensure the highest quality and 
safety of our products, with sincere care for our food that anyone

can enjoy with confidence.
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At Semicolon, we provide an assortment of
delectable sandwiches made from our freshly
baked brioche buns. Delicious on your Instagram
feed and satisfying to the heart and stomach.

http://www.semicoloncafe.com
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Foodrella for Chefs specializes in premixes 
and sauces for modern Korean cuisines. Our 

products are for the food industry worldwide, 
easily experience the taste of Korean Cuisine.

Extremely convenient & even more delicious!

https://www.amazon.com/gp/slredirect/picassoRedirect.html/ref=pa_sp_atf_aps_sr_pg1_1?ie=UTF8&adId=A0743775ZWLO3DKVLTF8&url=%2FFoodrella-Tteokbokki-Multipurpose-Seasoning-Stir-Fried%2Fdp%2FB0B1D9DQ8D%2Fref%3Dsr_1_1_sspa%3Fcrid%3D39LLS8WXI6JAY%26keywords%3Dfoodrella%2Btteokbokki%26qid%3D1660627862%26sprefix%3Dfoodrella%2Btteokbokki%252Caps%252C264%26sr%3D8-1-spons%26psc%3D1&qualifier=1660627862&id=2262974533421936&widgetName=sp_atf
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Ottogi, the brand with the most number 1 products.

https://www.amazon.com/stores/OttogiAmericaInc/page/78327B3C-E733-42AD-B913-A0B8D65FFFB0?ref_=ast_bln
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Korea’s No. 1 Traditional Kimchi brand - Tasty Kimchi
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O’Food is the global brand of Korea’s leading food brand, 
Chung Jung One. Located globally throughout the world, 

O’Food is an industry leader in sharing dynamic flavors of 
Korean food. O’Food is now spreading the Korean food 

trend across the United States from its headquarters in 
California and New Jersey.

https://www.amazon.com/OFood-Kimchi-Powder-Multipurpose-Seasoning/dp/B08XQYMX3Z?ref_=ast_sto_dp
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Delicious Korean baked goods, simply made at home.
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Sempio Foods is a family-owned Korean company 
specializing in plant-based fermentation. With 3 
generations of experience, Sempio currently operates 
in 70 countries all over the world. With an unwavering 
commitment to its founder’s philosophy ‘I will never 
produce or sell products that my own family would 
not eat’, Sempio puts special emphasis on food 
safety and health. Currently, Sempio remains fully 
dedicated to expanding the culinary horizon through 
the essence of the Korean culinary experience, which 
starts from the art of fermentation.

https://www.amazon.com/stores/YonduVegetableUmami-/page/15C177D4-7DAB-484B-868C-B1AB4A5B17B6?ref_=ast_bln
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In Korean tradition, recipes are passed down from 
generation to generation, this strong tradition is
called JONGGA. Jongga is the leading producer 
of kimchi and #1 kimchi brand in Korea. With its 

continuous innovation, Jongga has released a variety 
of plant-forward, gluten-free, probiotic-rich Kimchi 
products for different global consumer lifestyles.

https://www.amazon.com/OFood-Kimchi-Powder-Multipurpose-Seasoning/dp/B08XQYMX3Z?ref_=ast_sto_dp
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We bring the best of Korea to your 
Table. WOOLTARI is a direct-consumer 
marketplace that provides high-quality 
products at affordable prices.

https://wooltariusa.com/en/collections/%EC%A0%95%EC%9C%A1
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We bring the best of Korea to your 
Table. WOOLTARI is a direct-consumer 
marketplace that provides high-quality 

products at affordable prices.

http://Woobo.com



